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TOOLING!
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WILLYS MB 
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Fowler BB1 Ploughing Engine No. 15222
‘Bristol Rover’ plus Living Wagon, 
Alan Sparkes
Only the second release on the Fowler BB1

Ploughing Engine, this model is special in all respects. 

The magnificently detailed Engine No. 15222 is drawing

the newly tooled and superbly detailed Living Wagon.  The

model has also been produced especially for the 2017

Dorset Steam Fair and is presented in a bespoke sleeve.

The engine is decorated in black with gold and red line-

out and features a shaped chimney stack, textured wheels

and a cable feed on the offside. It is

registered CT 4289. The Living Wagon has a

pale green body which has been given a timber

planked finish, dark grey  roof and rusty  red wheels

and chassis. The cream graphics advertise Mr Sparkes’

ploughing services as well as promoting Fowler Ploughing

Engines Nos.  15145 and 15222.Look out for this superb

model at the Dorset Steam Fair and – just for the record,

No. 15145 launched our Oxford Ploughing Engine tooling

this time last year!

NEW
Fowler BB1 Ploughing Engine
No. 15222 Bristol Rover plus
Living Wagon, Alan Sparkes
                                   SCALE      PRICE
76FBB002       1:76  £21.95

Dorset
2017 Show
Model
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De Havilland DH89 Dominie
HG 709 - 999 Station Flight, RNAS Culdrose

The De Havilland Dominie was essentially a Dragon

Rapide Mk I, a twin-engined bi-plane which had been

introduced in the 1930s as a highly successful short-range

6-8 seater passenger aircraft.  The production of the

Rapide continued during WWII, where its main purpose

was as a navigation trainer, personnel carrier as well as an

air ambulance and was first delivered to the Royal Navy

in 1940.  Powered by two 150kW D

H Gipsy Queen engines, it had a top

speed of 157 mph (250 km) and a range of

575 miles (920 km).  It accommodated a pilot, and radio

operator and six passengers.

Our 1:72 scale replica is as used by The Royal Naval Air

Service at RAF Culdrose in Cornwall.  Decorated in all-

over silver, the leading edge of the wing tips and the

rudder are painted in fluorescent red.  Its military identity

number is printed along the fuselage, round the nose and

on each of the underwings, together with the RAF

roundel.  Note the addition on this model of an air-speed

windmill positioned on the upper left wing.

Although the wartime Dominies retired after the conflict,

there were still some to be seen flying well into the

1950s and several are still preserved in museums.

Curtiss Warhawk P40-E, Commander
Robert Neale, 1st Pursuit Squadron,

Kunming, China, early 1942
The Curtiss P-40 Warhawk is an American single-

engined, single-seat all-metal fighter and ground

attack aircraft, produced between 1939 and 1944.

Our example is one of the P40-E aircraft that

formed part of the American Volunteer Group (AVG),

known as the Flying Tigers, a unit of the Chinese Air

Force, recruited from US aviators.  The Flying Tigers

were divided into three pursuit squadrons, the Adam

and Eve; Panda Bears; and Hells Angels.  Robert Neale

was the top flying ace with the AVG, amassing 13

victories.  He was awarded the British DSC for his

exploits in the defence of Burma.

Decorated in the US wartime dark green/brown camouflage colour

scheme with pale grey under body and a white rear fuselage band,

our aircraft carries the US Star insignia on the upper and underwings

and its military identity number 7 on the fuselage and P-8194 on the

rudder.  The detail is all in the magnificent nose art which features

the menacing shark teeth favoured by US wartime fighter aircraft,

while further along the fuselage appear the Flying Tigers graphics and

the badge of the 1st Pursuit Squadron - Adam and Eve in the centre

of a green apple around which is coiled a black serpent.  

1:72
SCALEAVIATION

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
De Havilland DH89 Dominie
HG 709 - 999 Station
Flight, RNAS Culdrose
                            SCALE       PRICE
72DR014     1:72  £33.95

NEWCurtiss Warhawk P40-E, Cdr. Robert
Neale, 1st Pursuit Sqn. China, 1942
                                                     SCALE        PRICE
AC074                         1:72   £14.95
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1:43 SCALE
NEW
Tooling!

NEWRolls-Royce Silver
Cloud I - Sand/Sable
                          SCALE      PRICE
43RSC001  1:43  £24.95

NEWAston Martin V12 
Vantage S - Lightning Silver
                                SCALE       PRICE
AMVT002       1:43  £24.95

Aston Martin V12 Vantage S - Lightning Silver
Launched in Issue 211, our second release on the Aston

Martin V12 Vantage S is painted silver.  With a wealth of

black and silver exterior masking, the registration plate

reads simply V12 VANTAGE S.  The wheels are also

finished in silver through which are visible the red brake

callipers.  The contrasting interior features red seats and

dashboard top.  All other internal features are finished in

satin black.  

With a top speed of 203 mph and a 7-speed automated

manual gearbox, there would be no chance of catching

the real thing but every chance of adding this superb

model to your Oxford Prestige Cars collection.

Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud I - Sand/Sable
New to Oxford’s prestige cars series in 1:43 scale comes

another classic Rolls-Royce which relives 1950s opulence.

Rolls-Royce made the Silver Cloud between 1955 and

1966.  Designed by J P Blatchley, just under 2300 Silver

Cloud I were manufactured at the company’s Crewe

Works between 1955 and 1958.  The vehicle came as a 

4-door saloon, although coachbuilders added variants

including a very elegant 2-door convertible and 2-door

drophead coupé.  

Our Oxford replica is launched as the 4-door saloon in a

complimentary dark brown and sand two-tone colour

scheme with lots of silver trim.  The wheels are

particularly well detailed with dark brown, sand and silver

finish.  Registered 606 JBJ, the interior sports smart cream

seating and interior door panels, slightly darker cream

‘carpeting’ and tan door cappings.  Even the fold-down

tables in the rear are given a tan ‘wood veneer’ finish.

The radiator grille in black and silver sees the familiar RR

logo printed in the apex with the company’s trade mark

‘Spirit of Ecstasy’ poised at the edge of the bonnet. 
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1:76
SCALEMILITARY

Scammell Pioneer - 1st Arm. Div.
                                SCALE      PRICE
76SP007       1:76 £12.95

TACR2 - RAF Camouflage
                                SCALE      PRICE
76TAC001      1:76 £10.95

Austin Tilly - 1st Polish Army Div.
                                SCALE      PRICE
76TIL008       1:76  £5.45

NEWWillys MB - Royal Navy
                              SCALE      PRICE
76WMB001  1:76  £5.75

NEW
Tooling!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Willys MB - Royal Navy
New Oxford tooling brings a great little 

military jeep to the 1:76 scale series, based on 

the Willys ¼ ton 4 x 4 army truck produced between

1941 and 1945 against a US Army need for a light, 

cross-country reconnaissance vehicle with a specification

for a crew of three, a fold-down windshield, a weight of

no more than 590 kg and a track no more than 47 inches,

amongst other demands.  The first vehicles were made by

Bantam who could not keep up with the 75 vehicles a day

production, so both Willys and Ford entered into their

manufacture. Willys reduced the weight of the vehicle,

naming it Willys MA (Military model A).  Later that year,

the US War Department decided to award the

production contract to a single company and Willys

Overland were successful in their bid.  Some of the

competitors’ refinements were incorporated into the MB

(Military model B) and the name has stuck. Nearly

370,000 Willy’s MB Jeeps were produced in the four years

of manufacture, most of which were used by the US

military with a small number being sold on.

Here we see it as used by the Royal Navy in a striking

dark blue with white military markings, including US Army

star on the bonnet along with Beach Master wording.

Note the signature 9-bar radiator grille which was

implemented by Willys into the standard WWII Jeep by

1942.  The interior is moulded in cream and a spare

wheel is positioned across the back, rounding off a replica

of one of the most universally loved military vehicles of

the era.  It is in great demand even today, when it evokes

a real fun car in contrast to its original role.
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1:76 SCALE
Fowler BB1 Ploughing Engine 
No. 15436 - ‘Princess Mary’
Collectors are treated to a third

Ploughing Engine, this time in dark

green with black and red masking.

This model too has a shaped chimney,

gravel textured wheels and a cable

feed on the nearside.  Registered 

NO 1364 which appears on the

front and back, the Princess

Mary name is printed in red

and gold at the base of the

chimney stack, which also

features the John Fowler

& Co. Engineers, Leeds

wording on the front of the

boiler.  The highly detailed

replica is a great reminder of a bygone

era of steam power.

Carlight Continental Caravan - Arctic White
Hailed as the Rolls-Royce of caravans in the

1950s, when it was introduced, the

Carlight Continental caravan was

produced by the family firm who

operated from Sleaford in Lincolnshire

right through until 2002.  

It’s definitely the season for caravan

enthusiasts and for its second release,

our 1:76 scale Carlight Continental

takes to the road in a pristine white

scheme with ivory interior.  The

side and front window surrounds

are all masked in silver and note the

clever finish to the light brown curtains to achieve the

folded effect.  The roof lights must have enhanced even

further the airy feel of the interior for its occupants.  

The Carlight logo is centred below the front windows

and above the jockey

wheel, providing a final

touch of authenticity.  Hook your example up to any

saloon car of the period in your collection!

NEWFowler BB1 Ploughing Engine
No.15436 - ‘Princess Mary’
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76FBB003       1:76  £16.95

NEWMassey Ferguson
Tractor, Open - Yellow
                          SCALE      PRICE
76MF004  1:76  £5.25

NEWCarlight Continental
Caravan - Arctic White
                              SCALE      PRICE
76CC002      1:76  £7.45

Massey Ferguson Tractor, Open - Yellow
In sunshine yellow, echoing the days of summer, 

our Massey Ferguson tractor appears in open mode

without a roof canopy and features smoke grey

engine parts and black interior.  The realistic bright

yellow wheels are especially well finished with a pale

green central boss and silver outer rim.  Final details

see a black grille and white vertical exhaust stack, 

as well as the Massey Ferguson 135 detail printed

along the body of this essential piece of farming

equipment which dates back to the 1960s and 1970s.

Oxford enthusiasts will recall this model also

appeared previously in Oxford’s 1:76 scale series,

when it sported an enclosed cab and a white roof. 
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1:76 SCALE
Scania R143M 450 Short 
Curtainside - Sandy Kydd
The Scania R 143, introduced in

1987, was considered to be

the best European tractor

unit of its time, built 

to a conventional,

streamline shape 

with day cab and 

a series of engine

options.  It had 

a reputation as 

a groundbreaking 

and reliable vehicle.  

Here we see the Oxford 

1:76 scale version registered M270 OJS from 1994-95 in

the popular Scottish livery of Sandy Kydd of Forfar.  

Their familiar red and white colour scheme was a regular

sight on the UK’s roads until they ceased trading in 2009. 

Our model truck is promoting his agricultural machinery

haulage operation and the rear of the vehicle features a

highly detailed and colourful image of a tractor.  The

company’s Scottish roots are highlighted with Scottish

flags behind the cab window and the word Scotland

printed along the rear bumper.

Duple Roadmaster - Bamber Bridge Motor Services
The Duple bus bodybuilder was founded in Hornsey 

in East London by Herbert White in 1919 and 

celebrated 70 years in the business before 

closing in 1989.  Our model dates from the 

1950s and appears for its fourth outing in 

the black and red livery of Bamber Bridge 

Motor Services, whose name is inscribed 

in gold across the front and rear of the 

single decker and again embedded into 

the white masking along the sides.  

The interior flooring is moulded in pale 

ivory in contrast to the brown red seating.  

According to the destination blind, our 41 seater 

coach, registered DRN 357 is off on an excursion.  

Leyland PD2/12 - Samuel Ledgard
For our fourth release of the Leyland Titan, we’ve chosen

one of the well-known bus companies of the day -

Samuel Ledgard of Armley, Leeds and this example is

travelling to Ilkley via Guiseley, registered PNW 91.

Decorated in a bright blue with white masking right

round between the upper and lower deck and black

mudguards, lower side bars and radiator grille, the bus

also has the unusual addition of a bright green roof

section.  The double-decker is devoid of advertising

but the Ledgard name appears beneath the lower

deck windows in gold with white shadow-work and

again, with all the contact details, across the back.

The interior seating is moulded in a dark brown/red

and the floor and platform base is given a fawn brown

finish.  It’s a great model to add further colour to your bus

line-up as well as appealing to 00 gauge model railway enthusiasts.

NEWScania R143M 450 Short
Curtainside - Sandy Kydd
                              SCALE       PRICE
76S143004  1:76  £22.95

NEWLeyland PD2/12 - 
Samuel Ledgard
                          SCALE       PRICE
76PD2004  1:76  £20.95

NEWDuple Roadmaster - Bamber
Bridge Motor Services
                               SCALE       PRICE
76DR004       1:76  £16.95
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NEW
SET!

Bedford J1 Ambulance - Army Medical Service
Already part of Oxford’s 1:76 series of military vehicles, N scale

enthusiasts are now able to add it to their line-up.  Finished in

exactly the same livery as its larger counterpart, our Bedford

J1 is decorated in white with the Red Cross symbol and gold

lettering on the sides with Ambulance printed in red across the

back doors.  The military number plate is registered 04 FK 45. 

Austin Mini - Pink Floral
This is a delightful 1:148 scale replica of the Classic Mini which has already

been part of Oxford’s 1:43 scale range.  Decorated in pale pink with flowers

printed on the bodywork and the roof, contrasting external trim is finished

in black and silver.  Registered 488 YME, the interior

is moulded in cream and an extra detail

includes whitewall

tyres with pink

and silver trim.     

N SCALE

NEWBedford J1 Ambulance -
Army Medical Services
                          SCALE       PRICE
NBED006  1:148  £5.45

NEWAustin Mini - Pink Floral
                          SCALE       PRICE
NMN006  1:148  £4.35

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW5-Piece Land Rover Classic Set
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76SET49            1:76  £29.95

5-Piece Land Rover Classic Set
We are pleased to present another great 

selection from Oxford’s 1:76 scale series of Classic 

Land Rovers across the key period of the marque. 

76LAN180001 Land Rover Series I 80" Canvas Back - Sage Green.  

HUE 166 is one of the iconic ‘originals’ which has been so 

popular when issued as a single model.   

76RCL001 Range Rover Classic - Lincoln Green.  Registered YCX 348K

from 1971/72, this Classic Range Rover represents the first model 

off the new 1:76 scale tooling.  Decorated in bright green, the model 

comes with beige interior seating and grey dashboard and steering wheel.  

76P38001 Range Rover P38 - Rioja Red.  Readers will have noticed that this Oxford

model of the Range Rover P38 has been unveiled as a single new release in

this issue, representing the second-generation Range Rover launched in 1994.

76LRD006 Land Rover Discovery 3 - Cairns Blue Metallic.  Another contemporary

vehicle in the set is the Land Rover Discovery 3 series, which Land Rover

launched in 2004.  It comes in  metallic dark blue, registered FM54 BUU.  

76FRE002 Land Rover Freelander - Fuji White.  This was the second release off

Oxford’s replica of the latest 2013 specification Land Rover Freelander 2 SD4

HSE, a high performance two or four wheel drive car.  It appears in sparkling

white with matt black trim, registered OE13 RXG. 
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1:76 SCALE

Jaguar C-X75 Prototype - Orange
This is an amazing motor in all respects, which Jaguar

produced in partnership with Williams F1, designed and

built as a 2-seater hybrid electric vehicle.

Our model is decorated in a deep metallic

orange with dark grey wheels.  The interior of

the car is all black, as is the exterior trim. 

Jaguar XE - Bluefire
Registered YD65 XDV, this Jaguar XE comes in a stunning

bright blue body colour, offset with black exterior trim, black

interior with pale grey seats, perfectly executed silver wheels

and silver radiator grille surround.  The black grille houses

the signature Jaguar badge.  note too the leaping Jaguar

marque across the boot.

Jaguar F PACE - Polaris White
The Jaguar F-Pace is a mid-size luxury crossover SUV designed

by Ian Callum.  Registered AK16 UDG, for its second

appearance in 1:76 scale it is decorated in brilliant white 

with black exterior trim, smart black interior, silver wheels

with red wheel centre detail and silver grille surround.

Range Rover Evoque Convertible - Baltoro Ice
Our second release on the Range Rover Evoque Convertible

is decorated in an ice-cold grey with contrasting black roof

and completely black exterior trim.  The interior is also

black.  Registered CY16 FFV, this up to the minute

vehicle represents the fastest selling SUV in Land

Rover’s history.

NEWJaguar C-X75 - Orange
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76JCX75002  1:76  £5.75

Jaguar XF - Ammonite Grey
The Jaguar XF four-door saloon was launched in 2007 and for

its latest 1:76 scale Oxford outing, we see it  as registered 

in 2015 as BD65 KPL.  Decorated in an attractive shade 

of grey, the external trim is finished in black and silver.  

Inside, the seats are a pale grey white with contrasting 

black dashboard and trim. 

NEWRange Rover Evoque
Convertible - Baltoro Ice
                              SCALE      PRICE
76RREC002  1:76  £5.75

NEWJaguar XJ - Ammonite Grey
                               SCALE      PRICE
76XF007       1:76  £5.45

Land Rover Discovery Sport - Firenze Red
The new Land Rover Discovery sport looks the part in its

bright red metallic colour.  The interior is also black on our

2015 model.  There is lots of exterior detail too from the

distinctive Discovery radiator grille and light

clusters to the stylish rear light strip and 

fog lights. 
NEWLand Rover Discovery

Sport - Firenze Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
76LRDS002   1:76  £5.75

NEWJaguar XE - Bluefire
                          SCALE     PRICE
76JXE002 1:76 £5.75

NEWJaguar F-PACE - 
Polaris White
                         SCALE     PRICE
76JFP002 1:76  £5.75
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Range Rover P38 - Rioja Red
We are pleased to launch another great vehicle from the Land

Rover stable.  New 1:76 scale tooling introduces the second-

generation Range Rover, the P38, which the Rover Group

launched in September 1994.  The specification comprised a

luxury 5-door SUV, with all wheel drive and either a 4-speed

automatic or 5-speed manual gearbox.  It came with either

petrol or diesel fuel option.  Production ceased in 2001.

We launch the Range Rover P38 in a vibrant Rioja red

colour scheme with black exterior trim and silver wheels

characteristic of the ‘real thing’, registered N658 HUY from

1995-96.  The interior is also black with silver grey seats.  

NEW
Tooling!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

BMW 328 - Red
For its second outing, we’ve decorated our BMW 328 sports car

from the late 1930s - early 1940s in a brilliant red colour scheme.

It features a black interior including floor, seats and steering

wheel, silver dial and glovebox detail to the dashboard and brown

bonnet straps.  Our model is registered GS 7431 and

the little two-seater is completed with spare wheel

positioned on the boot lid.

Ford Sierra Sapphire RS - Radiant Red
The Ford Sierra Sapphire RS was a high performance car

developed by Ford Europe and produced between 1986

and 1992, during which time just over 5500 were made.

Our four door saloon version appears this time in a

brilliant red with black trim.  Registered G898 SVV

from 1989-90, the interior is moulded a contrasting

dark grey.  The wheels reflect the early style  ‘lattice

effect’ Sapphires, as do the early style rear lights.  A final

detail comprises a rear spoiler, completing the racy image.

Vauxhall Astra MkII GTE 16V - Steel Grey
This hot little three-door hatchback took the pubic by

storm when it was introduced in the 1980s.  Our model

is registered G682 AWK from 1990 and is decorated in 

a deep grey with the same colour trim, just like the

original.  The roof also features a sunroof.  The window

trim, rear panel and narrow radiator grille

are finished in black while inside, the seating

is a paler grey with other fittings in black.  

Volvo 245 Estate - Light Blue
The light blue colour scheme we’ve chosen for the latest

release of our Volvo 245 Estate was one of the most

popular choices of the day and its registration plate

XHM 477T dates it from 1978-79. 

Exterior trim is silver with black bumpers and

grille, which also features the signature diagonal

Volvo marque and badge across the radiator.  

In contrast, the interior of our Volvo Estate is black. 

NEWBMW 328 - Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
76BM28002 1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Sierra Sapphire
RS - Radiant Red
                      SCALE     PRICE
76FS003 1:76  £5.45

NEWRange Rover P38 - 
Rioja Red
                         SCALE     PRICE
76P38001 1:76  £5.45

NEWVolvo 245 Estate - 
Light Blue
                      SCALE     PRICE
76VE003 1:76  £5.45

NEWVauxhall Astra MkII
GTE 16V - Steel Grey
                      SCALE     PRICE
76VX003 1:76  £5.45
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1:43 SCALE

                                   SCALE       PRICE
CR047             1:43   £7.45

NEWFord Capri Mk 1 -
Ermine White

                                   SCALE       PRICE
CR046             1:43   £7.45

NEWFord Anglia 105E -
Monaco Black

                                   SCALE       PRICE
CR048             1:43   £7.45

NEWFord Escort Mk1 -
Daytona Yellow

                                   SCALE       PRICE
CR045             1:43   £7.45

NEWMorgan Plus 8
Convertible - Green

                                                                     SCALE       PRICE
CR044                                    1:43   £7.45

NEWAustin Cambridge Farina - Grampian
Grey/Cumulus Grey (Gaydon)

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:50 SCALE

                                   SCALE       PRICE
22441FVW      1:24  £15.95

NEWBack To The Future II
Flying Version

                    SCALE       PRICE
CR027    1:50   £9.95

1:50 Scale Trailer -
White

                                   SCALE       PRICE
CR043CC         1:50  £23.95

Volvo Low Loader - 
Chris Bennettt

                                   SCALE       PRICE
CR030             1:50  £21.95

Volvo NH12 Fridge - 
Coca Cola
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

OR76DG001XS  1:76 - £209.95
2309 Dean Goods GWR Lined DCC Sound

OR76CAR001B  1:76 - £29.95
Carflat BR 1-088 B748735

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76IOM001  1:76 - £26.95
No 10 G H Wood Indian Red

1945-1967 - Static

NEW MODEL!

OR76CAR002B  1:76 - £29.95
Carflat BR Faded and Weathered 1-088 B745893

OR76WW006  1:76 - £39.95
Warwell No36 with Sherman Tank

NEW MODEL!
NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW6002C  
1:76 - £10.95

Mineral Wagon 6 plank
BR E147232

OR76MW6002W  
1:76 - £10.95

BR 6 plank mineral
wagon weathered

NEW MODEL! OR76MW7028  
1:76 - £10.95

Chatterley - Whitfield
Tunstall No1933 - 7 plank
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